Assignment 4

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

Due on 2021-02-17, 23:59 IST.

1) Dichotomous response questions are part of:
   - Structured questionnaire
   - Semi-structured questionnaire
   - Unstructured questionnaire
   - All of the above.
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Structured questionnaire
   - Semi-structured questionnaire

2) What are the methods for studying target population:
   - Prevalency dose surveys
   - Personal interviews
   - Group or focus interviews
   - None of the above.
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Personal interviews
   - Group or focus interviews

3) What is the similarity between the ‘table’ and ‘tabulate’ command?
   - Both show percentages
   - Both show frequencies
   - Both show percentages and frequencies
   - There is no similarity between these commands.
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Both show frequencies.

4) In the command ‘tab var1 var2’, which one is the new variable?
   - var1
   - var2
   - Depends on stata.
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - var1

5) While doing cross-tabulation of regressor and regressand, regressor is usually listed first.
   - True
   - False
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - False

6) What is the right syntax to create a three-way table?
   - tab var1 var2 var3
   - bysort var1 var2: tab var3
   - bysort var1 var2: tab var3 var4
   - tabulate var1: bysort var2 var4
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - bysort var1 var2: tab var3 var4

7) If `marketprice`, does stata accept this variable name?
   - Yes
   - No
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Yes

8) Difference between ‘in’ and ‘if’:
   - is used when defining value which is used for checking true/false condition.
   - is used when defining value which is used for checking true/false condition
   - None of the above.
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - is used when defining value which is used for checking true/false condition

9) Which command is used to convert a numeric variable to a string variable?
   - `string`
   - `encode`
   - `makeno`
   - `mokeno`
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - `string`

10) In the command ‘label values state state’, what is second ‘state’?
    - Original variable
    - Old variable name
    - New variable name
    - Makeno name
    No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
    Accepted Answers:
    - Makeno name